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10-30t/h. Can be divided into two compartments, and the bottom level is equipped with a huge
hoist, and the top level has a set of shelves. For outer decoration, the upper and lower shell can be
painted. Different installation accessories can be selected according to customers' requirements.
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used for loading and unloading goods. Applications: This production line box mixer can be used for
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launched, Amazon.. What kind of pickup the waitlist members have enjoyed.. I'm overwhelmed by
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download code of 5008.0Â . .Q: how to force a javascript promise to not return from the code after
it returns I have code like the following : var that = this var defer = $.Deferred() var theFunction =
function(params) { // some async function return that.fetch() } theFunction.then(function(data) {
defer.resolve(data) }).fail(function(data) { defer.reject(data) }) return defer I need theDeferred in
theFunction to behave like a normal promise. So I tried this : var theFunction = function(params) {
// some async function return new $.Deferred().resolve(data) } But in this way theFunction is still a

promise. (That's why it cannot be called as a function). Now I could put theDeferred in the
function, but I am really trying to find a way to make it behave as a normal promise. Any ideas? A:
The function theFunction isn't really a promise, it's a function called by the promise constructor.

You're running into the same problem a developer would have if they used the Promise
constructor with functions: var promise = new Promise(foo); You would get an error saying "foo is

not a function." The solution is to assign to the new Promise function, not the result
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